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Abstract. Filaments may be mistaken for coronal holes when observed in extreme ultraviolet
(EUV) images; however, a closer and more careful look reveals that their photometric proper-
ties are different. The combination of EUV images with photospheric magnetograms shows some
characteristic differences between filaments and coronal holes. We have performed analyses with
7 different SDO/AIA wavelengths (94, 131, 171, 211, 193, 304, 335 Å) and SDO/HMI magne-
tograms obtained in September 2011 and March 2012 to study coronal holes and filaments from
the photometric, magnetic, and also geometric point of view, since projection effects play an
important role on the aforementioned traits.
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1. Introduction: coronal holes and filaments
Dark features observed in EUV can be coronal holes (CHs) or filaments (Fs). CHs

present a unipolar magnetic field. This unipolar magnetic field helps particles to escape,
originating fast solar wind. Filaments are dark structures, with a very different magnetic
field topology. Best observed in Hα, they are located mainly over neutral lines. The goal
of this study is to check the photometric properties of CHs and filaments aiming at an
automated recognition purpose.

2. Data
For this work we have used SDO data (Pesnell et al., 2012); more precisely, EUV data

from AIA instrument of the following wavelengths: 193, 211, 304, 94, 171, 94, 335 Å, and
also longitudinal magnetic field data from SDO/HMI. These datasets are incomplete due
to the eclipse season at the equinoxes. The cadence for the study is 30 min. The filaments
studied are quiescent, away from active regions, and the low-latitude CHs are long-lived
(>10 days) in the same field of view. Datasets from 2012, March 08-19 and 2011 Sept
06-15 are studied, but only the first one will be shown.

3. Photometric and magnetic properties of coronal holes and
filaments

Some doubts may arise when automatically detecting dark features in AIA calibrated
images. The coronal hole/filament photometric characteristics are found by studying the
intensity histograms. First of all, a threshold is set for each wavelength. Then, these
photometric histograms are studied in every wavelength for filaments and coronal holes.
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Figure 1. Left : Intensity histogram of a large CH in AIA 193 Å. X-axis shows the intensity,
while the corresponding number of pixels is counted. Right : Intensity histogram of a filament
in AIA 193 Å.

Running windows are set to follow the regions of interest across the solar disk. When
necessary, the lambertian equal-area projection was used (Krista et al., 2011).

In full-disk images, the intensity distribution can mark different features: bimodal
intensity distributions show the existence of AR and CHs for 195 Å images (Krista &
Gallagher, 2009). In this work we show different intensity distributions inside CH and
filament areas. CH intensity follows a bimodal distribution, clearly marked in 193 and
211 Å (Fig. 1 left) while filaments usually display a unimodal distribution (Fig. 1 right).
AIA wavelengths 94 Å and 131 Å are too noisy for dark regions, since their temperature
response is more adequate for flaring regions (O’Dwyer et al., 2010).

Regarding the magnetic field of these features, when filaments (and CHs) are located
and contoured, their areas are superimposed to HMI magnetograms to relate the EUV
image to the photospheric magnetic field. The filament mean magnetic field is around
−0.5 G for all wavelengths.

Besides the HMI analyses, aiming at locating neutral lines, HMI images also can be
used to pinpoint areas where quiescent filaments may be located, using a segmentation
method.

4. Final remarks and conclusions
We have studied filaments and CHs. Generally, the mean magnetic field is higher for

CHs than filaments, while intensity thresholds are usually higher for filaments than for
coronal holes across the solar disk. The intensity histogram profiles are also different in
filaments and CHs.
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